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The small-scale model was immersed in a water tank. Reflection data was recorded with piezoelectric transducers using a conventional pulse-echo technique. 
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Summary Numerical simulations are widely used for forward and inversion problems in seismic exploration to investigate different wave propagation phenomena. However the numerical results are hard to be compared to real measurements as the subsurface is never exactly known. Using laboratory measurements for small-scale physical models can provide a valuable link between numerical and real seismic datasets. In this work, we present a case study for comparing ultrasonic data for a complex model with spectral-element synthetic results. The small-scale model was immersed in a water tank. Reflection data was recorded with piezoelectric transducers using a conventional pulse-echo technique. We paid special attention to the implementation of the real source signal – and radiation pattern – in the numerical tool. It involved a laboratory calibration measurement, followed by an inversion process. The model geometry was implemented through a 3D structural mesh, which was optimized for the computational cost and accuracy. The comparisons show a very good fit between synthetic and laboratory traces, and the small discrepancies can be assigned mostly to the noise present in the laboratory data.
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Introdu uction Althouggh numericaal simulationns are widdely used to t investigaate differentt wave pro opagation phenomena, synthettic results are a rarely coompared to physical meeasurements. Using a laaboratory dataset measured inn a well-conntrolled environment fo or a known small-scale physical model can provide a valuable basis b for succh comparison. Despite laboratory data d is not reeal-life seism mic data, laboratoory measurem ments can provide a good g link between b purrely numericcal results and real measureements. By benchmarkinng the num merical algoriithms, one can c not onlly shed ligh ht on the accuracyy and reliabiility of the simulations, s but it can allso lead to developing d a robust and efficient procedure to accurattely simulate realistic measurements. Until the 1980s a huge h effort was w made to compare nu umerical resuults with phhysical measu urements (e.g. Evans, 1959, French, F 1974), since thenn most of thee numerical algorithm a deevelopments lack this feedbackk on their reeliability. Neevertheless Chen C (1996) used a 2D viscoelastic v ffinite-differen nce (FD) method to investigatte the effectt of attenuatiion with matterial samplees of a simple brick shap pe. Later Bretaudeeau (2011) used u a 2D viiscoelastic fiinite-elementt (FE) methood for an onnshore case. FavrettoF Cristini et al. (20144) and Tanttsereva et all. (2014) ussed ultrasoniic measurem ments for a complex offshoree model to coompare withh 2D FE andd 3D discretizzed Kirchhooff integral siimulations. Although A these lasst two workss used FEM,, they were not n performeed in 3D witth a structurral mesh – reespecting the geom metry of the different strructures – orr accounting g for the reall source signnal. In this work, w we investigaate the accurracy and robbustness of FEM F using a 3D structuraal mesh. Furrthermore, th he correct source im mplementation and structural meshinng aspects aree also presennted. d Method C block, conntaining diffferent shapees (e.g. trunncated pyramid and The Benchie modeel is a PVC c for any num merical tool to correctlyy image. Th he model hemisphhere), which are quite challenging (Figure 1) was desiggned with a scaling facttor of 1 : 20 0 000. Due to t the scalinng, dimensions at the seismic scale have too be dividedd by the scaliing factor, while w the seissmic-scale frrequencies haave to be multiplieed by that. Material M properties, suchh as velocity y of elastic waves w and ddensity are no ot scaled and PVC C was chosenn for the model since its properties are close to thhose of real ggeological sttructures. The propperties meassured in the laboratory are: PVC: Vp = 2220 ± 10 m/s, Vs = 1050 ± 10 m/s, ρ = 1412 ± 17 kg/m3, Qp = 55 ± 5 , Qs = 299 ± 2; waterr: Vp = 14777 ± 16 m//s (depending on the temperatture), ρ = 10000 kg/m3.



Figure 1 Benchie model. m Size: 600 x 400 x 140 mm, co orrespondingg to 12 x 8 x 2.8 km at seismicscale. Annnotated objjects: (a) dom me, (b) trunccated pyramiid, (c) truncaated dome, ((d) ramp, (e) elevated plateau. For the laboratory measurement m ts the modell was immerrsed in a water tank to oobtain reflection data with a conventional c ultrasonic pulse-echo p teechnique. Du ue to the zerro-offset connfiguration, only one custom made m transduucer was useed as both thhe source and d the receiveer with a centtral frequenccy of 500 kHz (coorresponding to 12.5 Hz at seismic-sccale). The reeal radiation pattern and source signal had to be impllemented in the numeriical simulatiions. It requ uired the chharacterizatioon of the trransducer followedd by an inverrsion processs to get an eqquivalent sou urce which later l can be uused in the numerical n 79th EAGE Conference & Exhibition 2017 Paris, France, 12-15 June 2017



tools. Thhe characteriization was made m by meaasuring the im mpulse respoonse of the soource – as prressure in water – at different angles a arounnd the source, covering 20 00°. After ann inversion w was performeed for the individuual source siggnals of eachh point sourcce distributed d on a disk. The goal off the inversio on was to reach ann overall goood fit at eacch angle meaasured in the water tankk for the souurce signal. Figure 2 shows thhe measuredd and invertedd radiation patterns, p show wing a directtivity of 35° at -3 dB. Du uring the inversion, many parrameters werre investigateed to optimiize the fit, inncluding the size of the disk, the number of point sourrces and the number of laayers on whiich the point sources werre distributed d.



a inverted (red) radiatiion patterns of the transdducer. The amplitude a Figure 2 The measuured (blue) and is maxim mal in front of o the transduucer (0°). For the numerical simulations Specfem3D D was used, which is an a open-souurce spectrall-element numericcal tool (i.e. FEM F using high-order h poolynomial baasis functions). The mainn advantages of using FEM incclude: 1) thee possibility of respectingg the real geometry by using u a structtural mesh an nd 2) the opportunnity to use different element sizes in differen nt regions, depending d on the geom metry and materiall properties. These two advantagess together yield a high precision rrepresentation n of the geometrry, while usinng only a lim mited numbeer of elementts compared to regular FD schemes. Specfem uses thhe weak foormulation of o the wavve-equation with a higgh-order piecewise polynomial approxim mation (Trom mp et al., 20008). The computational cost is optim mized by coombining hig gh-degree Lagrangge interpolannts to repressent the waavefield and the Gauss--Lobatto-Leggendre quadrrature to computee the integralls (Komatitsch and Vilottte, 1998). This combinaation leads too a perfectly diagonal mass maatrix, which uses an expplicit time sccheme that can c be efficiiently paralleelized. On one o hand, Specfem m is highly efficient e in handling h com mplex geomeetries and for instance flluid-solid coupling is exactly handled h by the t algorithm m. On the othher hand the Gauss-Lobaatto-Legendree quadraturee requires a hexaheedral mesh inn 3D, which is challenginng in case off structural meshes. m



o the model used for thee numerical simulations. (a) Geomettry decompo osed into Figure 3 The part of subdomaains to optim mize the meshh. (b) A coarse mesh vissualized. Thee red line annd the yellow w asterisk denote thhe position of o Figure 4, and a the tracee in Figure 5, 5 respectively ly. Meshingg was carrieed out in Cuubit (Sandia National Laaboratories, 2016). It was optimized d for the computaational cost and accuraccy by consiidering: 1) the t element size must be small en nough to correctlyy handle eveen the high frrequencies, 2) 2 the size off the differennt elements inn one materiaal should be as eqqual as possiible – dependding on the structures – to avoid tooo small elem ments and 3) avoiding too distoorted/elongaated elements. Consideriing the velocity values and the high frequenciees of the source (up ( to 750 kHz), k one is expected too obtain an enormous nuumber of elements. Thu us only a smaller part of thee total model was simuulated for (Figure ( 3). To satisfy all the abov ve listed 79th EAGE Conference & Exhibition 2017 Paris, France, 12-15 June 2017



requirem ments, a hugge effort waas made to decompose the differennt shapes/paarts into sub bdomains (Figure 3a). After thee optimizatioon, the geom metry could be representedd by about 15.8 million elements. e Examplle Figure 4 shows a zerro-offset secttion from thee laboratory data (along the t red line ddenoted in Fiigure 3b) with intterpretation. It is imporrtant to highhlight here that t due to the broad rradiation patttern, the laboratoory section coontains somee reflections from the tru uncated dom me (annotatedd by (c) in Figure F 1), which was w not includded in the nuumerical sim mulations.



d with intterpretation along the reed line in Figure 4 Zero-offset cross-sectioon from the laboratory data Figure 3b. 3 The verrtical yellow line corresp sponds to th he yellow assterisk in Figgure 3b. Intterpreted events: (a) ( reflectionn from the topp & bottom of o the PVC (related (r to the plateau), (b (b) reflection from the top & boottom of the PVC (related to the pyraamid & domee), (c) reflecttion from thee truncated dome, d (d) reflectioon from the raamp. Figure 5 shows an example e for the t comparisson of a labo oratory trace with the corrresponding synthetic trace, obbtained withh FEM. The trace is located l betw ween the dome and thee truncated pyramid, annotateed by (a) andd (b) in Figuure 1, respectively. Furtthermore, thee trace is deenoted by th he yellow asterisk in Figure 3bb) and the veertical yellow w line in Fig gure 4. Usingg the annotattions in Figu ure 5, the followinng interpretattion can be given: g (a) refflection from m the side of the dome, (bb) reflection from the side of the t pyramid,, (c) reflectioon from the top of the pyramid, p (d) diffraction from the edg ge of the pyramidd & diffractioon from the edge of the dome, (e) reeflection from the bottom m of the PV VC model below thhe pyramid, (f) reflectionn from the boottom of the PVC below w the dome & diffraction from the edge of the pyramid.. Comparrison between the laboraatory (blue) and the syn nthetic (red) traces show ws a very go ood fit in terms off arrival timee and amplituude. Howeveer there are so ome small diiscrepancies, e.g. in the transition t betweenn event (e) and a (f). Anoother small phase-mism match can bee found in ccase of even nt (d), or betweenn event (a) annd (b). There are two poossible reaso ons for these misfits: 1) tthe laboratorry data is contaminated with noise n and 2) the inversioon process fo or the sourcee may not be perfect, also partly due to thhe noise recoorded during the laboratory characteriization of thee source trannsducer.
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Figure 5 Comparisoon of laboraatory trace with w synthetiic result for trace 371. A Annotated evvents are discusseed in the text.. Discussiion and conclusions We havee reproducedd real laboraatory measurrements with h high precision, using FEM with a structural s mesh. Comparison C o laboratory data and synnthetic resultts shows a goood fit. To reeach this goo of od fit one has to account foor 3D effeccts and visccoelasticity, as well as accuratelyy implemen nting the characteeristics of thhe real transdducers used for the labo oratory meassurements. F Furthermore,, using a structuraal mesh, onee has to optim mize for the number of elements e to reduce the ccomputationaal cost as much ass possible. We W have show wcased somee small discrrepancies bettween the reaal and syntheetic data, which can c for instaance be relatted to noise in the laborratory data or o not accurrate radiation n pattern implemeentation of thhe transduceer. Checking the effect off all these issues and impproving them m will be part of our o future work, as well as optimizinng further the meshing process p and ccomparing th he results with othher numericaal methods (ee.g. FDM). Last L but not least, doing a quantitativve misfit anaalysis for phase and a envelopp misfits annd compariing laborato ory and synnthetic resuults for mu ulti-offset configurration will allso be perform med in the fuuture. wledgementss Acknow This prooject has received fundinng from the European E Un nion's Horizon 2020 reseearch and in nnovation program m under the Marie M Skłoddowska-Curiee grant agreeement No 6441943. We aalso thank CNRS C for financial support thrrough PICS BENCHIE B prroject. nces Referen Bretaudeeau, F., Lepaaroux, D., Durand, D O. annd Abraham, O. [2011] Small-scale S modeling off onshore seismic experiment: A tool to validate numerrical modelin ng and seism mic imaging m methods. Geo ophysics, 76(5):T1101-T112. Chen, G. G [1996] Comparison C o 2-D num of merical visco oelastic waveform modeeling with ultrasonic u physicall modeling. Geophysics, G 61(3):862-8771. Evans, J.F. J [1959] Seeismic modeel experimentts with shearr waves. Geoophysics, 24((1):40-48. Favrettoo-Cristini, N., Tantserevaa, A., Cristiini, P., Ursin n, B., Komaatitsch, D. aand Aizenberg, A.M. [2014] Numerical N m modeling of zeero-offset labboratory dataa in a strong topographicc environmen nt: results for a sppectral-elemeent method and a discrretized Kirch hhoff integraal method. E Earthquake Science, 27(4):3991-399. French, W.S. [19774] Two-dim mensional annd three-dim mensional migration m oof model-ex xperiment reflectioon profiles. Geophysics, G 3 39(3):265-27 77. Komatissch, D. and Vilotte, V J.P. [1998] [ The spectral-elem s ment method: an efficientt tool to sim mulate the seismic response of 2D and 3D 3 geologiccal structuress. Bulletin of o the Seism mological So ociety of Americaa, 88(2):368--392. Sandia National N Labboratories [20016] Cubit 15.2. Albuqueerque, NM, USA. U Tantsereeva, A., Ursiin, B., Favreetto-Cristini, N., Cristinii, P. and Aizzenberg, A.M M. [2014] Numerical N modelinng of 3D zerro-offset labooratory data by a discrettized Kirchhoff integral method. Geo ophysics, 79(2):T777-T90. + Errrata: Geophyysics, 79(5):Y Y3-Y4 Tromp, J., Komatitssch, D. and Liu Q. [20008] Spectral-element andd adjoint meethods in seismology. Communnications in Computationnal Physics, 3(1):1-32. 3 79th EAGE Conference & Exhibition 2017 Paris, France, 12-15 June 2017
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